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Abstract—This
A
s paper propooses a novel method for vvehicle
deteection and traacking based on
o stereo visio
on, motion anaalysis,
and
d road detection. Combining stereo vision with
w motion an
nalysis
mak
kes object dettection more appropriate
a
th
han each indivvidual
metthod. Object ttracking with motion estima
ation, which foollows
the next object deetection startin
ng with an initiial solution givven by
proves detectioon accuracy. Road
R
detection
n with
the tracking, imp
mottion segmentattion, considering a parallax in stereo visio n as a
mottion, enables on-road vehiicle and obsttacle detection
n. All
elem
ments constru
ucting the proposed
p
metthod are fou
unded
com
mmonly on aaffine motion
n segmentatio
on. Softwaree and
harrdware implem
mentations beccome efficient because their parts
share the common principal prrocedure. Simu
ulation resultss show
the proposed metthod successfu
ully detects and
d tracks vehiccles on
mov
ving backgrou
und in a compliicated scene off downtown.

I. INTR
RODUCTION
In
I recent yeaars, driving assistance sy
ystem to inccrease
auto
omotive safetty and decreaase driver’s burden
b
has beecome
practical. Adaptiive cruise conntrol to follo
ow a front caar and
colllision mitigattion brake to forcedly brak
ke before colllision
are examples oof the system
m. These tecchnologies reequire
deteecting movingg cars and obbstacles in fro
ont of the veehicle.
Sin
nce the old daays, radars annd ultrasonic sensors have been
used for this ppurpose. Thesse active sen
nsor based syystem
requ
uires lower ccomputational cost. Howev
ver, the system
m has
disaadvantages suuch as lower resolution
r
and
d interferencee with
other active sensors. On the other hand, the passive ssensor
based system usiing optical sennsors such as video cameraas has
adv
vantages of hiigher resolutioon and non-in
nvasion with other
systtems, althoughh requiring hiigher computaational cost.
Many
M
researchhes to detectt front cars with
w video cam
meras
hav
ve been studieed. A vehiclee detection sy
ystem compossed of
hyp
pothesis generration (HG) step
s
and hypo
othesis verificcation
(HV
V) step was pproposed in [1]. Fig.1 depiicts the conceept of
the HG and H
HV steps. The
T
HG step
p extracts veehicle
can
ndidates with lower compuutational costts, while it ccannot
avo
oid false detecction as show
wn in Fig.1. Then,
T
the HV
V step
classsifies objectts into cars and non-cars; all those were
deteected as cars aat the HG stepp. The HV steep has an advaantage
of lower false ddetection, altthough the co
omputational costs
beccome higher. Combinatioon of HG and HV ennables
imp
proving com
mputational efficiency,
e
while
w
maintaaining
deteection precisioon.
The
T HV step adopts SVM (Support Veector Machinee) and
NN
N (Neural Netw
work) as classsification meth
hods. Methodss with

detecction rate morre than 90% hhave already been proposeed in
the literature.
l
Forr example, feaature extraction using wavvelet
transsform and classsification witith SVM weree proposed in [2].
Featu
ure extraction with HO
OG (Histograms of Oriented
Grad
dients) and SV
VM classificatiion were prop
posed in [3].
Th
he HG step caan be divided into three cattegories; thosee are
a kn
nowledge baseed method, a stereo vision method, annd a
motio
on based metthod. The knoowledge baseed method dettects
vehiccle candidatess with a priori knowledge ab
bout a car succh as
symm
metry or stron
ng side edges of a car. How
wever, the metthod
produ
uces many false detectionss and falls into lower detecction
rate in
i a complicated scene of ddowntown. In
n the situation, the
systeem finds many
y edges of nonn-cars, which leading to higgher
false detection. Ov
vertaking carss on the side laane and oncom
ming
cars on the oppo
osite lane loook like non-ssymmetry, which
w
resullting in lower detection ratee.
Th
he stereo visio
on method estiimates a depth
h from cameraas to
the point
p
in a 3D
D space with a parallax. The
T parallax is a
distaance between correspondinng points in the
t left and right
r
imag
ges. Then, thee depth map iis created. Th
he depth map is a
2D image;
i
each pixel
p
in the iimage has a depth value. The
meth
hod detects geeneral objects by segmentin
ng the depth map
into regions
r
so thaat the depth chhanges contin
nually in a reggion.
How
wever, the metthod could poossibly dividee one object into
somee regions wiith the paralllax differencces. The metthod
requiires higher computational
c
l costs and accurate cam
mera
param
meters throu
ugh strict caalibration to estimate depth
d
correectly.
Th
he motion based methodd detects mo
oving objectss by
motio
on segmentattion. The mottion segmentaation calculattes a
pixell motion (optical flow). T
Then, a regio
on is createdd by
gatheering pixels whose
w
motionns agree with
h a motion model
m
correesponding to the region. This method
d can also deetect
general objects on
n moving backkground in a complicated
c
sccene.
How
wever, the meth
hod cannot deetect static objjects and requuires
higheer computational costs.

Fig.
F 1. Hypothessis generation stepp and hypothesis verification step

The stereo method can detect static objects; those cannot be
detected by the motion based method. Although the stereo
method might divide an object into some regions, they can be
merged into the object by the motion based method. Thus this
paper adopts a novel method for object detection based on
both the stereo vision and motion analysis. In addition, object
tracking with motion estimation, which follows the next
object detection starting with an initial solution given by the
tracking, improves detection accuracy. A combination of these
methods can be used for general object detection and tracking.
Based on the general method, a novel method for vehicle
detection and tracking with road detection is proposed in this
paper. The road detection with motion segmentation,
considering a parallax in stereo vision as a motion, enables
on-road vehicle and obstacle detection. All elements
constructing the proposed method are founded commonly on
affine motion segmentation, which uses affine motion model
to merge pixels into a region. Software and hardware
implementations become efficient because their parts can
share the common principal procedure. Especially, the
hardware implementation can possibly reduce plenty of gates
by sharing a circuit for the affine motion segmentation. The
affine motion segmentation was difficult to execute in realtime so far, because of the high computational costs. However,
a VGA 30 fps VLSI processor has been proposed in [4]. We
can expect real-time processing of the proposed method with
this processor.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section
describes the affine motion segmentation. Then, the vehicle
detection and tracking algorithm based on the motion
segmentation is proposed in section 3. In section 4, simulation
results show the effectiveness. Finally, we conclude this paper.
II. AFFINE MOTION SEGMENTATION
This section describes affine motion segmentation, which is
a basis of the proposed method for vehicle detection and
tracking. The algorithm was originally proposed in [5]. The
aim of the motion segmentation is to extract moving regions
in a video sequence. For example, the algorithm extracts the
region R1 moving to the left and R2 moving to the right in a
case of Fig.2. Each motion model of Θ and Θ expresses a
motion of the corresponding region. The algorithm assigns a
region label to each pixel according to the conformity to the
motion model, resulting in a label map for the frame .
R1

Fig.3 shows a flowchart of the affine motion segmentation.
The algorithm adopts the affine motion model with a global
illumination change ξ as a motion model. The model can
express a motion of the region such as rotation, zoom in/out,
and transformation. All pixel flow in a region can be
expressed by a set of linear equations. The model is composed
of seven parameters as below:
Θ =
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where is a coordinate of ( , ),
( ) is a motion vector at
the coordinate . The algorithm estimates an affine motion
model Θ corresponding to the region R . A symbol {Θ }
means a set of motion models from the frame to . The
algorithm estimates Θ with accumulation of ΔΘ obtained by
the iterative re-weighted least square method minimizing sum
of a residual ( , Θ ) for each pixel in R as the following:
ΔΘ = arg min ∑ ∈
ΔΘ
+
,Θ = ∇

,Θ
( )

,
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+
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where ( ) represents a illumination value at

(4)
in . The
( )
illumination gradient ∇ ( ) is defined as ∇ ( ) =
,
( )
using illumination differentials ( ) and ( ) in the and
direction. The residual ( , Θ ) is derived from a linear
approximation of the illumination conservation law expressed
( ) + . The weight
is a weight
by: ( ) =
+
assigned to a pixel at . To set up small weight for each outlier
pixel makes the estimation more robust. Introduction of
hierarchical method enables large motion estimation.
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Fig. 2. Affine motion segmentation and label map
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Fig. 3. Affine motion segmentation flowchart

The
T
boundaryy update steep obtains a label map
by
upd
dating region bboundary in a prediction map
m
̃ using a set of
mottion models {Θ } . This is defineed as an eenergy
min
nimization prooblem based on the MRF (Markov Ran
andom
Fielld) graphical probability model,
m
a label is assigned too each
pixel so that thee energy funcction is minim
mized. The en
energy
nction
is composed of three teerms as folllows:
fun
( ,Θ , , , , ̃ ) = ( ,Θ , , ) + ( , ) + ( , , ̃ ) .
Thee label to m
minimize this function
f
is asssigned to the pixel
at according to:

= arg miin ( , Θ , , , , ̃ ).

The
T term
rrepresents the pixel conform
mity to the m
motion
mod
del. This term
m changes acccording to the error based oon the
illu
umination diffference betweeen the pixell at in annd the
pixel in after m
moving with thhe model Θ co
orresponding to the
ndidate label . The term
expresses th
he energy off label
can
con
ntinuity in a m
map. This term
m decreases as
a many neighhbour
labeels agree withh the candidatte label at in
n the label m
map .
Thee term
deccreases as the candidate lab
bel is equal tto the
labeel at the samee position of the
t prediction map ̃ .
annd
are regularizationn terms to makke a solution stable.
s
The
T region deetection step detects
d
newly appearing reggions.
Thee sub region iin R , whose motion does not agree witth the
mottion model Θ , becomes a new
n region. Th
herefore a reggion is
segmented into a static regionn and a mobille region; the static
regiion conforms to the model and the mobiile region doees not.
Thee energy funcction similar to the function is definned to
labeel a pixel withh static or mobbile. The mob
bile region beccomes
a neew region afteer labelling wiith this functio
on.
The
T region prrediction step predicts a laabel map ussing a
labeel map
annd a set of motion
m
modells {Θ } . Thee step
mov
ves labels in the region R according to the motion m
model
Θ over
o
all label , yielding a prediction
p
map
p ̃ . This incrreases
segmentation acccuracy of thee next image using the ̃ aas the
inittial map.

III. VEH
HICLE DETECT
TION AND TRA
ACKING
his section describes a paraallax model off a plane in sttereo
Th
visio
on, and then th
he proposed aalgorithm for vehicle detecction
and tracking
t
with the
t affine mottion segmentaation.
A. Affine
A
Parallaxx Model
Fiig.4 depicts a principal off depth measu
urement in sttereo
visio
on. When a po
oint P belongiing to a planee in a 3D spacce is
taken
n by two cameeras whose opptical axes are set up in paraallel,
the depth
d
from cameras
c
to thee point P is expressed by:
= =
+ ,
(5)
wherre representss a distance bbetween two cameras, meeans
a foccal length of the camera, expresses a parallax betw
ween
the corresponding
c
points in thee left and the right image. The
depth
h is inverse proportional to the parallaax . The deppth
of an
n arbitrary po
oint in the pllane can be expressed byy the
lineaar equation, where is the ccoordinate sho
own in the figgure;
both
cann be
and
aree constants. Then the paarallax
he image coorddinate as beelow:
expreessed using th
(6)
=−
+ .
This equation means each para
rallax within a plane in sttereo
visio
on can be exp
pressed with the affine motion model. We
namee this model an affine paralllax model.
Leet us considerr applying thee affine paralllax model too the
vehiccle detection. The affine motion segm
mentation usuually
divid
des the vehicle surface int
nto one or a small numbeer of
regio
ons. The segm
mented regionn corresponds to a plane inn the
vehiccle surface su
uch as a rearr surface. Un
nevenness onn the
surfaace does not produce many regions in thee segmentationn. In
a steereo image taaken by an oon-vehicle stereo camera, the
segm
mentation igno
ores unevenneess on the surrface becausee the
depth
h is usually dominant
d
overr them. In ad
ddition, the afffine
modeel can approximate each paarallax on a flat road surfacce as
show
wn in Fig.5. The
T model is aapplicable to both vehicle and
road detection.

P

Fiig. 4. Stereo vision and plane paraallax

Fig. 5. Affine parallaax model on flat road
r

B. Proposed Meethod
Fig.6
F
shows tthe proposed flowchart off vehicle deteection
and
d tracking. Inn time t, the algorithm executes the aaffine
mottion segmenttation with leeft and right images, the road
deteection, and thhe affine motioon segmentatiion with time t and
t+1 images. Fig..7 shows a coonceptual exaample compossed of
inpu
ut images annd processingg results of every step inn the
flow
wchart. Vehiccles on the roaad are detecteed by the propposed
algo
orithm based on stereo vission, motion analysis, andd road
deteection.
Firstly,
F
objectt regions are segmented with
w the paralllax in
sterreo vision at ttime t. An objject might be divided into a few
plan
nes by the seggmentation. Fig.7
F
(a) is a left image, (bb) is a
righ
ht image, and (c) is a segmentation result. Non-vehiclees are
also
o detected in tthis step. The near right carr is segmentedd into
a siide surface andd a rear surfacce.
Secondary,
S
a rroad surface is
i determined
d using the paarallax
mod
del. This stepp labels everry pixel with road or nonn-road
usin
ng the similarr energy functiion in the regiion detection oof the
affiine motion ssegmentation.. Fig.7 (d) is an ideal road
deteection result, and (e) show
ws this step diistinguishes obbjects
on the
t road from
m the others.
Thirdly,
T
the rregion boundaary, which waas segmentedd with
the parallax at thhe first step onn the same tim
me, is updatedd with
mottion informatiion from timee t and t+1. A small numbber of
plan
nes constructting an objecct surface aree merged witth the
sim
milarity of theiir motions. Faar moving objeects with almoost no
parallax can be ddetected at thiss step. Fig.7 (f) is a result oof this
step
p. Two regionns constructinng a surface off the near righht car
are merged.

Staart
t←1
while t<=N
Motion Seggmentation
M
n
w Left[tt],Right[t]
with
Road Deetection
w Left[tt],Right[t]
with
Motion Seggmentation
M
n
w Left[t]],Left[t+1]
with
t ← t+1
while t<=N
En
nd
Fig. 6. Fllowchart for vehic
icle detection and
d tracking

Fig. 7. Example of inpput images and id
deal results for each step

The
T region prrediction in thhe third step predicts the oobject
regiions at time tt+1. This is eqquivalent to the
t object traccking.
Thee proposed m
method does not
n need any
ything else foor the
object tracking. T
The object traccking yields th
he initial labeel map
at tiime t+1.The nnext object detection starts with
w this labeel map,
lead
ding to improvvement of seggmentation acccuracy.
The
T
proposedd method feeatures as fo
ollows. Combbining
sterreo vision wiith motion annalysis makees object deteection
morre appropriaate than eacch individuall method. O
Object
traccking with m
motion estimaation, which follows the next
object detection starting with an initial sollution given bby the
traccking, improvves detection accuracy. Ro
oad detectionn with
mottion segmentaation, consideering a parallaax in stereo vvision
as a motion, enaables on-road vehicle and obstacle deteection.
All elements connstructing thee proposed method
m
are fouunded
com
mmonly on thhe affine motiion segmentation. Softwarre and
hard
dware implem
mentations become
b
efficiient because their
partts share the coommon princiipal proceduree.
IV. SIMULATTION RESULTSS
A. Simulation C
Condition
We
W took a steereo video whhich recorded
d the front of a car
run
nning in Kanaazawa city att the speed of
o 20km/h~400km/h
with
h a stereo cam
mera made by ourselves. We
W made the caamera
with
h two video cameras (Exxemode DV5
505, VGA 300 fps,
3.75
5mm focal leength) mounteed on a cameera platform ((SLIK
platte II) 34.3cm
m apart. We mounted two cameras onn the
plattform so thaat their opticaal axes becaame in paralllel as
posssible. In the vvideo, cars close together on
o the compliicated
bacckground of bbuildings andd trees. We made
m
a simuulation
program in C laanguage accorrding to the proposed
p
algoorithm
and
d ran it on a P
PC. In the sim
mulation, we did not eitheer use
cam
mera parameteers usually esttimated throug
gh strict calibrration,
or made
m
any com
mpensation to the
t video.

Fig. 8. Simullation results

B. Results
Fig.8
F
(a) shoows an inpuut image an
nd (b) showss the
corrresponding deepth map. The depth map was made froom an
estiimated label m
map and a paraallax model fo
or each regionn. The
proposed method detected vehicles
v
and trees
t
with reelative
dep
pths correctly. Fig.9 (a) show
ws a result off road detectioon and
(b) shows the corrresponding depth
d
map. Th
he proposed m
method
deteected a pedesstrian crossinng in the dep
pth map. Thee road
deteection also deetected the croosswalk as a road
r
surface. T
These
indiicate that thhe crosswalk can be tak
ken away in later
processing. In aaddition, the proposed
p
algo
orithm could keep
traccking three froont cars appeaared in both scenes. The faarthest
car colored in deeep blue can be found in Fig.9 (b). Th e two
scen
nes are 10 secconds apart in time.
Fig
g. 9. Road detecttion and depth maap

C. Discussion
In Fig.9 (a), there are pixels labelled with road on vehicles.
They can be removed by appropriate thresholding of label
density in the region. The pixels on the crosswalk boundary
are not labelled with road. They will be improved by applying
an individual parallax model to each divided area or adjusting
the energy function parameters. Another promising approach
is to investigate the region conformity to a parallax model,
which assumes the object to be standing vertically on the road.
In the case of the object included in the road surface such as
the crosswalk, the total energy within the region applying the
vertically standing model increases in comparison with that of
the road surface model.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a novel method for vehicle detection
and tracking based on stereo vision, motion analysis, and road
detection. All elements constructing the proposed method are
founded commonly on the affine motion segmentation. We
also proposed the affine parallax model for the segmentation
in stereo vision. In the simulation results, the proposed
method could detect and track moving vehicles on the road
with relative depths in a complicated scene of downtown. The
future works are quantitative investigation of segmentation
and depth accuracy, investigation of camera calibration

influence to the detection accuracy, and robustness evaluation
of the proposed method. We plan to implement the real-time
system with our VLSI processor for the affine motion
segmentation. Application of object detection and tracking
with the affine motion segmentation to the gesture recognition
is another challenge.
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